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Allyship Culture - a culture that actively values, celebrates
and promotes the full spectrum of its current and future
stakeholders

1
SCOPING

IDENTIFY THE APPETITE FOR CHANGE
Be courageous and have those awkward
but human conversations. Be
compassionate when people entrust you
with their vulnerabilities.

3

BRING IN AND ELEVATE PREVIOUSLY
UNHEARD VOICES
It's going to be hard to hear what people in
your organisation have experienced, but
now you know. Rebuild trust, provide the
right spaces, and work together on the
solution in this place and work that you are
all invested in.

IMPLEMENTATION

5
GROW FROM YOUR LEARNING
Implement the strategy; commit to reviews;
prioritise communication channels and
learning. The allyship mindset is all about
learning.

7

WORK OUT YOUR WHY
Challenge yourself to do more than just
react, or being seen to do the right thing.
Why is this important to you and your
stakeholders?

2

UNDERSTAND HOW THINGS WORK NOW
Scope out the processes, stories, rituals and
beliefs within your organisation. Question
why they exist and don't accept "it's how we
have always done things".

4

DREAM AND DREAM BIG
Consolidate what you have learnt so far and
reimagine the vision for the organisation
and for the experiences for your
stakeholders. Map it into action plan, led
your strategic values.

6
KEEP SHOWING UP AND DOING THE
WORK
If the goal is sustainable culture change,
it's not going to be easy - but it will be
worth it! Keep having the conversations;
keep learning; keep building that trust.

SERVICES
SUMMARY
These activities are designed to support you during the different stages of embedding allyship
within your organisation and can be booked in any combination. These consider both formal and
informal manifestations of culture. Although all of the below services are adapted to meet your
needs, I am happy to explore a bespoke service or intervention to support you.

Making Sense of Allyship: Discovery Call

1

An introductory call with project leads to discuss context, aspirations, and desired
outcomes. This is an opportunity for both parties to get to know one another and how
we might best work with one another.
Typically 1 hour for up to 4 people - no cost

Making Sense of Allyship: Just a Conversation

2

A facilitated semi-structured conversation which creates a non-judgemental,
compassionate space where participants are able to share stories and understandings
about marginalised identities, lived experiences and cultural expectations within the
team. This will help to understand what might go unreported and gauge the team's
appetite to implement behavioural and strategic change.
Typically 1 hour for up to 90 people at £300 per hour

Allyship Actions Audit

2

A purpose-built online survey designed to understand what would motivate or deter
participants from practising allyship behaviours, such as intervention, advocacy and
promotion. The survey will explore personal and professional factors, such as confidence,
knowledge and power or political dynamics. The themes identified can then be used in
follow up interviews with a selective sample to provide a more meaningful context and/or
to inform strategic actions.
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day

Personal Power Profiles

3

A staff survey that explores participants' identities, experiences and opportunities to
exercise their power, influence and privilege. The outcome is to provide you with an
overview of the collective factors that shape the team's culture and implicit and explicit
power dynamics within it.
Price dependent on the number of participants and scope of
the survey

SERVICES
Policy and Processes Audit

3

This desk-based audit will involve a review of strategic documents, including policies,
processes, and internal and external communications. This is scoping exercise will focus on
formal manifestations of culture only; this can be applied to the whole organisation or a
particular area.
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day

Full Cultural Analysis

3

This audit will use stakeholder and cultural analysis tools to understand how stakeholders
perceive and are impacted by the existing stories, rituals, processes and organisational
structures within the community. It will involve a review of strategic documents, including
policies and processes, stakeholder interviews and internal and external communications.
This is a holistic, full scoping exercise, which can be applied to the whole organisation or a
particular area.
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day

Allyship and Accountability

4

Through the facilitated exploration of the current team dynamics, the session will enable
all staff to input and clarify the cultural practices and expectations, in light of its
aspirations to be actively anti-racist. We will do this by providing a non-judgemental
space for courageous and compassionate conversations, and supportively challenging
notions of power dynamics, communication styles, and accountability. This will help
develop a deeper understanding of key issues in the team's lived experiences and enable
and empower more confident and informed allies.
Typically 1 hour for up to 30 people, at £200 per hour

Strategy and Action Plan Support

5

This will be bespoke to your organisation's individual needs; whether this is to look over
your plans and/or strategic documents, or to help you write and present something to
invested stakeholders - it's completely your call!
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day / £800 per half
day

6

TRAINING
SUMMARY

These sessions are designed to promote self-awareness and reflection, enable empathy, and
develop knowledge and confidence to equip allies to be authentic and effective. Sessions can be
tailored to the size, timing and tone. Delivery can be online or in-person (dependent on current
government guidelines). Sessions designed to be accessible and interactive where possible.
Prices dependent on scope, size and timings; the typical 1-hour delivery is £300, typical half-day is
£800.

SESSION ONE: IT'S NOT ABOUT YOU, BUT IT STARTS WITH YOU
Main session outcome - through self-reflection, group discussion and collective story-telling,
participants will be able to better identify why and how they are equipped to address individual
and institutional prejudice.
Topics will include:
Diversity fatigue
Racial battle fatigue
Cultural trauma

White fragility
Intersectionality
Code-switching

Spared Injustice
Identity construction
Otherisation

SESSION TWO: ALLYSHIP IS VERB, NOT A NOUN
Main session outcome - through a combination of multi-disciplinary theory, self-reflection and
group discussion, participants will be able to better identify and apply allyship behaviours in their
professional and personal spaces.
Topics will include:
Allyship Archetypes
Representation
Power dynamics

Influencing styles
Intervention methods
Having difficult conversations

Getting it wrong
Meeting resistance
Saviouship

SESSION THREE: ALLYSHIP SKILLS MASTERCLASS
Main session outcome - focusing on real-life scenarios, the session will use collective problem
solving and group coaching to practice key skills that allies can utilise in their work or wider
communities.
Topics will include:
Allyship
Allyship Archetypes
Influencing styles
Active Bystanders

Having difficult conversations
Getting it wrong
Dealing with disclosures
Handling microaggressions

Signposting
Building resilience
Working with other allies

SERVICES
Ongoing Strategic and Implementation Support
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This will be bespoke to your organisation's individual needs; whether this is to look over
your plans or strategic documents or to help you write and present something to
invested stakeholders - it's completely your call!
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day / £800 per half
day

Internal Coaching/ Mentoring/ Buddy Scheme Support

6

If you are looking to promote peer-supported learning, I can provide support at any stage
of the process. This might include developing the concept and training; delivery methods
and ethical practice, or an external facilitator or programme reviewer.
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day / £800 per half
day

Coaching for Allies

6

I can offer one-to-one or group coaching with allies in your organisation, whether that is
with named champions, the leadership team or particular communities. These coaching
sessions are designed to help allies make sense of difficult scenarios or making sense of
themselves and their own worldviews as they embark on this work.
One-to-one coaching is £100 per hour; group coaching dependent on size but typically
£200 per hour for up to ten people.

Quarterly or Annual Reviews

7

Using any of the above tools and methodology, I can conduct a review, based on your
own Key Performance Indicators or Success Factors.
Price dependent on size and scope, the typical day rate is £1200 per day / £800 per half
day
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Working With Me
HOW DO WE GET THE BEST OUT OF ONE ANOTHER

First and foremost, I am so grateful that you are invested in doing this work. I get
excited working with people who want to make positive change and who want to put
more good out into the world. As part of this, I really value a collaborative approach,
which appeals to my extroverted tendencies. I love ideas, creativity, gritty details, and
curious natures - so please feel to bring these in abundance.
If at any point, this might not be the right fit - I won't be offended. I have a growing
network of other Equality, Diversity and Inclusion professionals and coaches that I am
happy to recommend. For me, this work is so personal, working with the right person is
the most important thing. Of course, if I can help you - that would be great.

Testimonial: Kathryn
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER,
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS CATAPULT

In recognition of National Inclusion Week, Satellite Applications Catapult invited Lou
back by popular demand to facilitate another important and powerful conversation on
Allyship.
Sharing stories is how we make sense of the world around us, listening to the
experience of colleagues was a fundamental learning and growth opportunity for me
and all those who attended. Lou has the amazing ability to create a safe and
respectful space for these important conversations on diversity and inclusion to take
place. Thank you for supporting our continued journey to be better.
You can read a more testimonials and a detailed account on my website:
https://louchiu.com/testimonial/kathryn-satellite-applications-catapult/

WEBSITE

LOUCHIU.COM

EMAIL

HELLO@LOUCHIU.COM

FIND ME ON

LINKEDIN, TWITTER, INSTAGRAM AND FACEBOOK
Lou Chiu / @lwychiu

LOU CHIU

About Me
GENERALIST GEEK AND RECOVERING
WORKAHOLIC
PRONOUNS: SHE/HER

I'm super geeky about wellness and balance;
how communities, groups and individuals form
and maintain their different identities; the
strive for equality and celebration of diversity;
story-telling, mythology and Philosophy. I'm a
generalist, in life and in hobbies and
pragmatically optimistic. I am a recovering
workaholic.
As well as my coaching practice, I am also a
Trustee at University of Suffolk Students'
Union, a mental health advocate with
ambitiouswithanxiety.com, a MA Coaching and
Mentoring Practices student at Oxford Brookes
University, and a co-founder of City Centre
Games, a local gaming community to bring
curious and tentative gamers together.

About My Practice
CULTURE AND RELATIONSHIPS COACH AND CONSULTANT
EXISTENTIALIST INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

Bringing with me my Existentialist values, the coaching and development programmes I
offer are focused on accessing the full self as a resource to overcome obstacles and
achieve aspirations. The focus and experience are co-created with participants, with my
predominant role being able to create and sustain an environment that is free of
judgement and promotes curiosity, compassion and courage, whilst facilitating change
and challenge.
Depending on what comes up, I will bring in a range of developmental, psychotherapeutic,
experiential, and reflective tools to help participants access their collective resources to
find an authentic and relevant way forward. For training and consultancy, I bring with me
a range of organisational psychology and cultural theory.

My Career and Academic Journey
OVER 14 YEARS WORKING IN EDUCATION PROMOTING EQUALITY, ACCESS AND
SELF-AWARENESS WHILST HELPING PEOPLE DO THE THING THAT THEY LOVE

FIND OUT MORE ON LINKEDIN:

Lou Chiu
Lou Chiu Coaching and Consultancy
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